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In the Room 13/14 unit we have been working on a STEM project.
The company Amorim needed us to select a new factory for
them to move into. We have been so successful that people
came to film us. The final presentation was amazing! All the adults
were impressed and said they couldn’t believe students created
such detailed and insightful presentations. We have been working on this since Term 1 and the result was incredible. The skills
learnt in STEM will be extremely useful in the future. It teaches a lot
and uses all the learner powers!
By Eleanor E

SUNDAY 5TH
NOVEMBER
STRAWBERRY
FAIR

6th SCHOOL
CLOSURE on
the Monday
after the Fair

Hope Downloaded…
Read Chloe’s article on page 2
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By Sam

Hope Downloaded
This week, on Monday, a band
came to our school to perform
songs for us about how you can
be anything you want to be if you
work hard and focus. The band
was called Hope Downloaded. It
was formed by the Schools Ministry Group in 2014. Hope Downloaded transfers hope to primary
school students across South Australia by engaging, informing and
encouraging them with the simple truth: you are important and
valuable, and that your life really
matters.

Overall, we
really enjoyed
their visit! I found it fun dancing and singing with friends.
My favourite part of their performance was when the
whole school joined in with a
conga line! We would like to
acknowledge that Hope
Downloaded was bought to us
as a part of Schools Ministry
week 2017. Kindly sponsored
by our friendly local churches .
Chloe B

Do you want to win a prize? Simply fill out the Eds Editorial survey online - the link is
in this article. Tell us what you think about Ed’s so you can go in the draw to win :
1: A picture of you on the front page of Eds!
2: You get to have your own hard copy of Eds for the rest of the year!
3: Your choice of a $5 canteen voucher or spend some time with Judy in the office
from after lunch till home time!
When you’ve done the survey drop your name into the yellow box at the front
office. Competition ends on Friday 16th in week 5 so get to it!!
By Shari.F

Game Review
Platforms: PC and ps4
Designer: Eric Barone
Genre: Farming, Fantasy RPG
Stardew Valley is a beautiful farming game where you can
explore, mine, upgrade and peruse your life in a town
called Stardew Valley. The game takes place in a quiet town with unique characters. In this
game you can do about everything. Including, completing mysterious quests, marrying, nurturing
your animals and much more. The time takes place on a simple calendar, that’s made up of 28
days in a month, 4 months; and endless years.
The designer, Eric Barone, started creating Stardew Valley on an awful computer making it extremely hard to create the game. It was made for the PC then ended up on ps4 as well.
I would give this game 5/5 for its outstanding visuals and everlasting gameplay. When I first got
this game as soon as it started up I was amazed and so excited to play. Soon, I hope Eric Barone
will create more games like this.
By Georgia M.
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Breaking News—This is the last WingNuts Comic!
Wingnuts is going off with a bang with the Halloween special. Will there still be comics? Yes! Of
course, wingnuts will be replaced by Odd Events—A new series of comic strips made by the same
creator. Its been a great year. Are you going to miss wingnuts? There is a wingnuts book in the library.

Here we have some people from Room 1 and 6 working on
something called WE DO LEGO. They’re making Lego bots
called Milo. To program Milo, they did some simple coding to
make them go forwards and backwards.
What is coding?
CODING is where you use a complicated language to make
something move and beep etc. There is coding in every
piece of electronics. For example, when you press a key or
click your mouse there is coding behind it to make it work.
Georgia M.

CONGRATULATIONS
To all those that were a part of Saturday's first T-ball outing for EPS thank you for making it such a success. We managed to field two sides in the Red Division
(Receptions - Year 2) & 1 side in the Gold Division (Years 35). Thanks to coaches Alex and Laura who have put their
hand up to help me with the R-2 teams and Jo & Stephanie
who will manage the Year 3-5 team.
It was great to see all the players having fun. No scores are
kept in this competition but I can report EPS had good
fielding plays that resulted in some outs and even some
home runs.
Thanks to those players that filled in, it was really appreciated.
For those that can make training, it is on every Thursday
straight after school on the oval (3:15-4:15pm). Please remember to let me know if you are not available for any
training's or games.
The year 3-5 team has been named "The Jets" (good work
Cian!) but we are still working on a name for our Year R-2
teams so put your thinking hats on.
Linda North—EPS Tball Co-ordinator
email: EPS.Tball@gmail.com

Fall or Evolve? Pt 7
I waited in anticipation as the
God cleared his throat, preparing to announce the challenge.

palm, yelled with sudden confidence, “My sister is a big, strong,
smart cat! Sister Bastet will definitely beat you in both brains
“Your obstacle shall be the Pharand strength!”
aoh’s Poison,” announced Shu.
I glared at Mau. It should’ve
Mau gave a worried glance.
been pretty clear that a puny
“Does it have anything to do
cat like me would never beat a
with resurrecting pharaohs or
giant, wise God like Shu.
playing around with poison?”
asked the concerned grey cat.
Shu looked down on me, sand
falling off his shoulders. “The
Shu laughed heartily as he exPharaoh’s Poison is a riddle to
claimed, “Absolutely not! I
test your wit and ability. The ridadore you children of Bastet!”
dle is as follows: There was a
Mau and I shared a ‘what?’
pharaoh who would summon
glance. Mau, still in the God’s
subjects to his court. The phar-

aoh would give the subject a
choice of two grapes. One
grape would kill the subject and
the other will have no effect. The
subject had to have the grape
swallowed with water. Every
time, the pharaoh would somehow get out alive with the subjects dead. How did the pharaoh manage to stay alive?”
A/N: Let’s see if YOU (yes, YOU)
can figure it out!!
Abbey S

Meditation & Mindfulness Classes for Children & Parents
589 South Road EVERARD PARK
2x 1hr Foundation Classes are Enrolling NOW
3pm Dec 3rd & 10th 2017
or
3pm Jan 14 & 21st 2018
Lisa Zenna-Douglas

Dip RM YT;

0413 990 942
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